
- A CSAF Squadron Revitalization program to:Increase readiness, reduce cost, 
return time back to Airmen, and enhance the lethality of the force.

- May be utilized for any "innovation" that meets the above criteria, using same
financing rules as traditional O&M purchases

- $64M AF wide  $450K at Dover proportionally split between BEDROCK &
individual squadrons

- Three Options for Sq/CCs to Execute
o I: Unit Funded & Executed  Sq/CCs may pursue unit-led innovation

projects <$20K without requesting Wing or BEDROCK permission.  Notes:
*After financing with unit funds, seek SIF reimbursement
*Reference AFWERX SIF Handbook (attached) for execution advice
*Reference ideascale repository (see below) for AF-wide SIF examples
*BEDROCK will monitor squadron-led SIF projects to share w/ideascale

o II: Unit Funded, BEDROCK Executed  Your Airmen manage their own
project with BEDROCK's guidance. Following prototyping, you may choose
to fund the solution with SIF.  If your idea(s) exceeds $20K, use this option
to get the funding you need.

o III: BEDROCK Funded & Executed  Cross-org projects without a unit
champion/POC. Units without a FY19 SIF requirement may return funds to
the wing to fund BEDROCK projects without impacting FY20 SIF eligibility.

 What is SBIR? 
- The Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR)

program was established by Congress in 1982 to fund
research and development (R&D) by small businesses of 500

or fewer employees. Eleven federal agencies participate in the 
program,  including DoD.

- $407M of SBIR funds available just for the Air Force (historically underutilized)
- Three Phase Program

o Phase I (~9 months): companies receive up to $150K to prove the feasibility
of the proposed solution (500 awards/2400 proposals)

o Phase II (2 years): companies receive $750K (190 awards/500 proposals);
company establishes a Memorandum of Understanding with the
Squadron ($Zero Sq Investment!); to proceed to Phase III companies must
identify non-SBIR funding (gov’t or private sector) for technology
maturity and validation efforts

o Phase III (Commercialization): companies receive $1+ million in a non-
competitive process; company transitions SBIR effort into hardware or
software products, processes, or services that benefit the Air Force

Example FY18 SBIR Collaborations at other bases:
- 321 CRW (3D Additive Manufacturing): The CRG often deploys to remote areas

with the lack of a readily accessible supply chain. The capability to create
broken or missing parts in a rapid manner strengthens its ability to successfully
execute its mission.

- 60 SFS (Mobile, Durable & Fully Autonomous Drone-Based Monitoring
Systems for Perimeter Security): EasyAerial’s Smart Aerial Monitoring System
includes a lightweight and durable drone that can fly up to 50 minutes; a
durable and self-sustaining ground station that charges the drone; and a
proprietary fleet manager and software that delivers on-demand missions and
provides live HD video in real-time.

What is AFWERX?

- Established in 2017 by SecAF, reports to VCSAF
- Catalyst for agile AF engagement across industry, academia and

non-traditional contributors, creating transformative opportunities
and fostering an AF culture of innovation

- AFWERX has six tools to empower Airmen intrapreneurs to ID opportunities,
leveraging new technology or commercial best practices to find new
efficiencies in policy and processes and improve AF culture.

1. SPARK – an ecosystem of 40+ (and growing) SPARK Hubs across the
AF...like BEDROCK
2. SPARK Tank – “Shark Tank” modeled competition allowing Airmen to pitch
solutions to SecAF, CSAF & industry powerhouses (2019 ex: Mark Cuban)
3. Customized Workshops
4. Challenges – defined, big budget challenges offered to industry to address
the AF’s largest needs (example: Pilot Training Next)
5. Tech Accelerator – provides startups with education, resources,
mentorship and access to investors and customers, while increasing the AF’s 
acquisition agility and decreasing long-term costs.
6. Special SBIR Topics ----------------------------------------------------------------------->

What is SPARK?
- A grassroots innovation program whose mission is to bring tomorrow’s tools

to the warfighter today while inspiring a bottom-up culture of innovation
- Creates unique opportunities for external partners to work directly with

military operators on interesting problems, by fielding rapid solutions

How can BEDROCK help you revitalize the Squadron?
- Squadron On-Loan Innovation Development (SOLID) Program (3-4 months):

Your Airmen works on-loan at BEDROCK on a full or part-time basis (1-2
days/week) for a specified period of time.  Your Airman will receive CPI
& Agile experience, as well as hands-on training in our prototyping lab
(additive/3D manufacturing, coding, VR, etc.).

-

-

-

Knowledge Exchange: Offers your Airmen BEDROCK-funded academic
opportunities for individual or organizational learning.
SIF Management: Provide guidance to CCs to meet CSAF intent
and manage the $450K allotted to the 436 AW.
SBIR Collaboration: Partnering with AFWERX to pair your
Airmen's pain points with startups who can provide solutions.

“Innovative Airmen find better ways of doing the mission... Their 
intrapreneurship makes us more lethal, more efficient — they must be 
supported by leaders who not only remove unnecessary barriers to success, but 
who also lift up and champion their ideas... And because we’ve shown them we 
believe in their ideas, I want them to keep swinging until we find the answer.” 

– General David L. Goldfein, CSAF

What is SIF? 

AFWERX's FY19 SIF Tracker (CAC Login):
https://usaf.ideascalegov.com/a/ideas/random/campaigns/14

BEDROCK - Dover's Spark Hub
Airman Intrapreneurs...Dover's Foundation

Any Airman may join, contact or submit at doverspark.org
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